
*****Premiere Programming Alert*****

‘NKOTB’ STAR JONATHAN KNIGHT RETURNS FOR A NEW SEASON OF
HIT HGTV SERIES ‘FARMHOUSE FIXER’ ON WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 24, AT 9 P.M. ET/PT

WHAT: Farmhouse Fixer

WHERE/WHEN: Premieres Wednesday, August 24, at 9 p.m. ET/PT on HGTV and available to
stream on discovery+

WHO: Farmhouse fanatic and avid home renovator, Jonathan Knight, will bring more
centuries-old New England farmhouses back to life in a new season of the hit HGTV series,
Farmhouse Fixer. The new episodes will follow Jonathan, best known as a member of the
Grammy®-nominated band New Kids on the Block, and designer Kristina Crestin, as they
renovate old properties into exquisite modern homes, all while keeping the original charm. This
season, fans also can look forward to multiple guest appearances from fellow HGTV stars
including Lyndsay Lamb and Leslie Davis (Unsellable Houses), Jenny Marrs (Fixer to Fabulous)
and Mike Lemieux (Houses with History). In addition, Jonathan will offer his expertise to TLC
stars Bill Klein and Jennifer Arnold (The Little Couple) as they look for a farmhouse in New
England.

In the season premiere, Jonathan will help the Kuprycz family, who recently purchased a 1798
farmhouse in New Hampshire. The family, who live on the west coast, needs Jonathan to
transform the cramped, mismatched house before they arrive. Undaunted by the long-distance
renovation, Jonathan will step in to make the ramshackle old house into a gorgeous family
home.

Farmhouse Fixer is produced by High Noon Entertainment.

DIGITAL/SOCIAL: While waiting for the new season, fans can revisit season one of Farmhouse
Fixer now on discovery+ and access exclusive show content on HGTV.com and by following
@HGTV and #FarmhouseFixer on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and TikTok. Fans can also
connect with Jonathan Knight on Instagram at @jonathanrknight The new episodes will be
available on HGTV GO the same day as the TV premieres—Wednesdays beginning August 24.
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